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1. Introduction
In Banach [2J it is shown that the sup norm of C (S) where S is a compact metric

space is weakly (or Gateaux) differentiable at a point fin C(S) if and only if the
function f peaks at exactly one point of S. In this note we first extend the Banach's
result to separating subspaces of C(S), where S is a compact Hausdorff space, which
contains constant functions. Then we prove a necessary and sufficient condition in
order that the norm of C(S) be strongly (or Frechet) differentiable at a point f in
C(S). Also the smoothness of the norm of certain incomplete normed linear spaces
is discussed.

2. Definitions and Preliminary Theorems

Let K denote a convex body in a normed linear space X, i.e., K is a bounded closed
convex set with nonempty interior. A point x of K is called a smooth point of K if
there is a unique functional IfJEX* such that 11'1'11 =1 and Re 'I'(x) =sup {Re IfJ(Y) :yEK}.
Let U be the closed unit ball of X, i.e., U= {xEX: IIxll~1}. Note that a point x of
U is a smooth point of U if there is a unique functional 'I' in x* such that 11'1'11=1=
lfJ(x). There are smooth points of U which satisfy a stronger condition. A point x of
U is called a strong smooth point if every sequence of functionals {'I'n} in x* satisfying
lI'1'nll<l and 'I'n (x)-+1 as n-+OO is convergent in norm to a functional in X*. Clearly
the limit of such a sequence of functionals is the unique functional in the definition of
a smooth point of U. Hence, every strongly smooth point of the unit ball is a smooth
point of the ball but the converse need not hold. It is well known that the norm of X
is weakly (strongly, respectively) differentiable at a point x in X, IIxll=1, if and only
if x is a smooth (strongly smooth, respectively) point of U ([7J, [4, p. 472J). We say
that the norm of a normed linear space is weakly (strongly, respectively) differentiable
if every boundary point of the unit ball is smooth (strongly smooth, respectively). A
point x of a subset K of a linear space X is called an extreme point of the subset K if
X=tXl + (1-t)X2' 0<t<1, Xl> X2 are points of K, implies Xl=X=X2' We say that a
complex valued function fin C(S) peaks at sES if If(s) 1>lf(t) I for all tES with
t+s, For the real valued functions we simply replace the inequality by f(s) >f(t) [6J.

The theorems quoted in this paper are all standard ones and easily accessible, hence
we include only a few basic theorems here. In describing the extremal structure of
subsets of a Banach space, perhaps, one of the most useful theorems is the Krein
Milman theorem. Before stating the theorem we note that every nonempty compact set
in a locally convex space has at least an extreme point. The Krein Milman theorem
is as follows: if K is a compact convex subset of a locally convex space and E is the
set of extreme points, then K is the closed convex hull of E ([4J, p. 440). Another
interesting theorem is that if X is a closed linear subspace of C(S) then every extreme
point IfJ of the closed unit ball B* of x* is of the form as* where a is a complex
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number with lal =1 and s* is the evaluation functional of a point sES (see [4J, p.
441). Here x* is the space of all continuous linear functionals on a Banach space X.
X* may be equipped with several topologies. One of them is the natural sup norm
topology. We will consider the weak* topology defined as follows: Let (/)oEX*, and
select a finite number of elements X10 X2, "', XnEX and a positive number eo Define

U= {(/)EX*: 1¥l(X.) -(/)o(x.) I<e, k=l,2, ••. "', n}.

This U is a basic neighbourhood of CPo and the weak'" topology is the collection of
unions of these basic neighborhoods. It is straightforward to see that the weak'" topol
ogy on X* is locally convex and the closed unit ball B*= {qJEX*: !IqJlI<l} is comPact
in this topology.

3. Dift'erentiabllity of the norm of subspaees of C (S)

THEOREM 1. Let X be a separating subsPace of C(S) ulith lEX. Then the norm of
X is weakly differentiable at a point f in X if and only if f peaks at a point s of S.

Proof. II the norm of X is weakly differentiable at f with I/fll = 1, then f is a smooth
point of B= {gEX: IIgl/<I}. Now let r be a member of the set:

{sES: If(s) I=MllXtEslf(t) l}.

II r* represents the evaluation functional at r (see [6J),. then (/)=fer) -lr* is the
unique functional in X* such that IIcpll=1=cp(f) and f peaks only at r. Now suppose
that f is a function in X with IIfll=1=lf(s) 1>lf(t) I for all tES, t=t-s. Let

K={(/)EX*: (/)(f)=1=1I(/)1I1.

K is clearly nonempty weak* compact convex subset of X*. And there is an extreme
point rpo of K. It is easy to see that (/)0 is also an extreme point of the unit ball of
X*. In fact, let (/)0= t(/)1 + (l-t) (/)2, O<t<l, and (/)10 (/)2 are members of the unit ball
of X*. Then 1= (/)0(f) =t(/)I(f) + (1-t)(/)2(f)· Therefore (/)1(f) =1=(/)2(f). Hence 1/(/)11/=
1=11(/)21/ and (/)1' 1fJ2 belong to K, hence (/)O=(/)I=(/)2 and qJo is an extreme point of the
unit ball of X*. Now we see that there is a complex number a with lIall=1 such that
(/)o=at* for llOme tES where t* denotes the evaluation functional at t. Since (/)oEK, 1=
(/)0(1) =at*(f) =af(t) and it follows that s=t. Therefore CPo=f(g) -IS* is the unique
extreme point of K and by the Krein Milman theorem K = {lfJo}. Hence f is the smooth
point of the unit ball.

CoROLLARY. If a closed separating subspaee X of C(S)with lEX contains a weakly
compact fundamental subset K, i.e., X is the closure of the set of linear combinations of
members of K, then functions peaking at exactly one point form a dense G(J subset ofx.

Proof. It is known that the norm of a Banach space generated by a weakly compact
fundamental subset is weakly differentiable on a dense Ga subset of the space [1, The
orem 2J. Now the Corollary follows from Theorm 1.

We presented a Banach space which is generated by a weakly compact convex subset
in the Corollary. This class of Banach spaces is important because it contains all sep
arable Banach spaces and many properties of separable Banach spaces are shared by the
spaces in this class (see [lJ and [3J).

The following theorem characterizes the strong differentiability of the norm of C (S).
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A similar theorem appears to be incorrectly stated in some literature ([4J, p. 472) and
we would like to note that by the following theorem the norm of C(S) is nowhere
strongly differentiable if the compact set S has no isolated points.

THEOREM 2. The norm of C(S), S is a compact Hausdorff space, is strongly differ
entiable at a Point f of X if and only if the function f peaks at exactly one Point s
of Sand s is an isolated point of S.

Proof. Suppose that a function fEC(S) peaks at an isolated point So of S and that
<p"EC(S)*, 1I<p"II<1 and (<p,,(f)} converges to IIfll. By the Riesz representation theorem
for each n there exists a regular Borel measure u" on S such that

(P"(~) ~=J/(s) dll.(S).

Since So is isolated, S -- {so} is compact, and

IIfll sup {Jf(s) I:SES-{SO}} ~=o>O.

Therefore

Ifsf(s)dp,,(s) I· Ifs-- !solf(s)dll,,(s) I+ IJ !solf(s)dp,,(s) I
-, (lIfll-o) IIp,,11 (S- (so}) + IIfllllp"lI ( (sol)

=llfll-tJllp"II(S- (soD
where IIpll (A) denotes the total variation of p over A. Since

<p,,(f)=Jf(s)drl.,,(s) -+ IIfll as n --> 00,
S .

IIp,,1I (S- (so})-+o as n-+OO. Hence Il.u,,-apll-+o as n-->OO where 11. is the unit point
mass at So and a=f(so) -11 f(so) I. To prove the converse, suppose that a function f of
C(S) peaks at So in S and that there is a sequence Is,,} in S- (sol such that s".....so- For
each n choose a continuous function f" such that flIes,,) =0, f .. (so) =1 and IIf"II=1. Now
the sequence {s..*} of evaluation functionals satisfies s,,*(f) .....lIfll and IIs,,*11=1 but
I1s,,*-so*II>1. Hence the norm of C(S) is not strongly differentiable at f.

In the proof of Corollary to Theorem 1 we have mentioned that a Banach space gen
erated by a weakly compact subset (hence a separable Banach space also) has a dense
GiJ subset of smooth points on the boundary of the unit ball. Suppose that S is the
Cantor's ternary set and let X be the space of all continuous simple functions on S.
No function of X peaks at exactly one point of S and none of the boundary points of
the unit ball of X is smooth. However, it is known that the above space is not a con
tinuous linear image of a separable Banach space. If a normed linear space is a 1-1
continuous linear image of a separable Banach space, then the unit ball of the space
has dense smooth points on its boundary. For example, the subspac of infinitely dif
ferentiable functions of C[O, IJ has a dense subset of smooth points (or peaking functions)
on the boundary of the unit ball.

THEOREM 3. Let X be a normed linear space which is a one-one continuous linear
image of a separable Banach space, then the smooth points of a convex body K in X
form a dense subset of the boundary of K. Hence the norm of X is weakly differen
£i.able on a dense subset of X.

Proof. Let Y be a separable Banach space, and let T: Y-+X be a 1-1 continuous
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linear operator' from Y onto X. If U is a neighbourhood of a boundary point of K.
then T-l(U) is a neighbourhood of a boundary point of the convex body T-l(K) and
there is a smooth point y of K in T-l(U) ([5J, Theorem 1.7). Clearly T(y) is a
smooth point of K and T(y) E U, hence smooth points are dense on the boundary of K.
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